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Abstract

It is meaningful to predict welding deformation in practical time and to apply these data in welding industry. In this paper, the inherent deformations of beading on plate welding and fillet welding are studied. A 3D thermal-elastic-plastic FEM based on interactive substructure method (ISM) is used to predict the welding deformations. Experiments are carried out to verify the computation results. Based on the computation results, the inverse analysis method is proposed to estimate the inherent deformations. Using inherent deformations, welding deformation can be accurately reproduced by elastic FEM which is much more practical and efficient. Finally, a database of inherent deformations on bead on plate welding and fillet welding including 8 different materials is developed. Meanwhile, the relationship of welding heat input and inherent deformations is discussed. The effectiveness of this method is also confirmed by experimental results.
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1. Introduction

Welding is widely used in shipbuilding, aerospace and automotive industries for assembling various products. However, welding distortion is one of inevitable problems during welding. Welding distortion has an adverse effect on fabrication precision, structures function, productivity and increase fabrication costs. Therefore, an analysis method to estimate welding distortion avoiding welding distortion problems at industrial production is essential.

Finite element techniques have been used in the prediction of welding residual stress and distortion for more than three decades 1~6). Some useful simplified formulae and effecting factors for predicting welding distortion have been presented. However, most of them just discuss the specified welding problem. So it is important to create the database about welding distortion for typical welding joints that is useful for predicting the welding distortion in practical welding industry.

Generally, the welding deformations are classified into four fundamental types, transverse shrinkage, longitudinal shrinkage, transverse bending, and longitudinal bending. These four types of deformations can be regarded as fundamental components of the inherent deformations due to welding. Assuming the inherent strain is the initial strain, welding deformation can be easily predicted by elastic finite element analysis, omitting the complicated thermal elastic-plastic finite element analysis. The inherent strain method is more practical and efficient. Ueda et al. 7, 8) studied the characteristic distributions of inherent strains in typical weld joints and employed inherent strains to predict the welding residual stress. Murakawa et al. 9~11) used a simplified analysis model to obtain inherent strain. They represented the inherent strain as a function of the highest temperature and degree of restraint. Based on the inherent strain method, welding deformation and residual stress were investigated. Jang et al. 12, 13) estimated the inherent strain region and investigated the inherent strain as a function of the mechanical melting temperature and the degree of restraint, at the same time welding deformations in large structures were predicted. Liang et al. 14, 15) using an inverse analysis method studied the characteristic distributions of inherent strains in bead on plate welding and used them to predict the welding deformations. Deng et al. 16) using the inherent strain method combined with thermal elastic-plastic finite element analysis predicted the welding distortion in large structures.

In this study, a database of inherent deformations according to 8 different materials and 144 computation cased is created and the welding parametric effects on inherent deformations are also discussed. First three-dimension thermal-elastic-plastic finite element...
simulation of interactive substructure method (ISM) is used to predict the welding deformations of typical welding joints, bead on plate welding joints and fillet welding joints. Meanwhile, based on the inverse analysis method, the inherent deformations are estimated by thermal-elastic-plastic FEM computation results. Further, using inherent deformations, the elastic FEM is employed as the forward analysis to reproduce the welding distortions. By comparing with the experiment results, the effectiveness of the simulation result is confirmed.

2. Experiment procedure

Experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the numerical results. Two typical welding joints, namely bead on plate welding joint and fillet welding joint are fabricated and their welding temperature and deformations are measured. The welding method used in the experiment is CO2 gas metal arc welding. The base metals are SS400 carbon steel and SUS304 stainless steel. The filler materials are MGS-50 and GFW308L, respectively.

For bead on plate welding, experimental set up is shown in Fig.1. The plate sizes are 200mm×200mm. For fillet welding, the size of flange is 200mm×200mm and that of web is 200mm×50mm, and the experimental set up is shown in Fig.2. The plate thickness and welding conditions for bead on plate welding and fillet welding are given in Table 1.

3. Prediction of welding deformation

In general, two methods can be used to obtain the inherent deformations. One is the experimental method and the other is numerical simulation using thermal elastic plastic FEM. In this section, two methods of thermal elastic plastic FEM and elastic FEM are used to estimate the welding distortion, respectively. First, welding deformations are analyzed by three-dimension (3D) thermal elastic plastic FEM using interactive substructure method (ISM) 17). Meanwhile, the distribution of inherent deformations for bead on plate welding and fillet welding can be computed by inverse analysis method 14). Then, using inherent deformations as initial deformation, elastic shell FEM can be used to reproduce the welding deformation.

3.1 3-D thermal elastic plastic finite element model

In this investigation, the 3D uncoupled thermal-mechanical analysis is adopted. First, thermal analysis is computed. Then, the temperature history is employed as a thermal load in the subsequent mechanical analysis. Temperature dependent material properties are incorporated in the thermal and mechanical analysis. Fig.3 shows the finite element mesh models of bead on plate welding and fillet welding which were used in the simulation. For the bead on plate model, the length of the plate is uniformly divided into 50 and 4 elements in the welding and thickness direction. It results in 9046 nodes and 6968 elements. It has a finer mesh grid in the welding zone. For fillet welding model, the mesh method is the same as for bead on plate welding. The FEM model has 18309 nodes and 14400 elements. The dimensions of the finite element model and the boundary conditions (shown in Fig.3 by arrows on specimens) are the same as those of used in the experimental specimens.
3.1.1 Computation results of ISM

Welding temperature and distortions including, transverse shrinkage, angular distortion, and longitudinal shrinkage are predicted for bead on plate welding and fillet welding.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of fusion boundaries between experiment results and computation results from case 1 to case 4. The predictions capture the overall dimensions of the fusion boundaries. From these figures it can be concluded that the overall macrosection shapes of computational and experimental results are identical. The comparison results validate the effectiveness of thermal analysis.

Fig. 5~ Fig. 7 show the comparison results of welding distortion between experiment and computation. Through the comparison of computation with experimental results, it can be observed that the computation results are in excellent agreement with experiment results. The welding distortions can be accurately predicted by ISM. The distortion results show that there are not large differences of welding deformations along the welding direction. Therefore, the deformations can be assumed to distribute uniformly along the weld line.
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Fig.5. Transverse shrinkage: (a) bead on plate welding, and (b) fillet welding

Fig.6. Angular distortion: (a) bead on plate welding, and (b) fillet welding

3.2 Elastic FEM analysis of welding deformation

The welding deformation is assumed to be caused by four components of inherent deformation, namely longitudinal shrinkage ($\delta_x$), transverse shrinkage ($\delta_y$), longitudinal bending ($\theta_x$), and transverse bending ($\theta_y$). These four components are defined by the following equations:

$$
\delta_x = \int \varepsilon_x dydz / h
$$

(1)

$$
\delta_y = \int \varepsilon_y dydz / h
$$

(2)

$$
\theta_x = \int \varepsilon_x (z - h/2) / (h^3/12) dydz
$$

(3)

$$
\theta_y = \int \varepsilon_y (z - h/2) / (h^3/12) dydz
$$

(4)

Where $x$ is the welding direction, $y$ is the direction vertical to welding direction, $h$ is the thickness of plate, $\varepsilon_x$ is the inherent strain in the X direction, and $\varepsilon_y$ is the inherent strain in the Y direction.

We use the inherent deformation method, in which the inherent deformations are introduced into the elastic FEM analysis, to predict the welding distortion. On the contrary, if the welding deformations are given from experimental measurements or thermal elastic plastic FEM analysis, the inherent deformation can be calculated by the method of inverse analysis.

In this section, two computation cases, case 2 and case 3 (as shown in table 1) are taken as examples to describe the prediction results of welding distortion using inherent deformation method. Fig.8 (a) and (b) show the shell models of case 2 and case 3, respectively. The areas where the inherent deformations are introduced are shown in large mesh size. The mesh of the shell model is the same as 3-D thermal elastic plastic finite element model.
3.2.1 Computation results of elastic FEM

As one of the computation results, the angular deformation distributions are shown in Fig.9. Meanwhile, the computational results of angular deformation distributions by thermal elastic plastic FE analysis are shown in Fig.10. The comparison of deformations accuracy of experiment and those calculated from the elastic FE analysis are compared in Fig.11. As seen from Figs 9-11, the prediction results of welding deformation by inherent deformation method coincide fairly well with those by thermal elastic plastic FE analysis. These results indicate that inherent deformations method is effective for predicting welding distortion. Using this method, an elastic shell model is used to accurately predict the welding deformations. The computational time by elastic FEM is much shorter than thermal-elastic-plastic FEM.
4 The database of inherent deformation on different materials

The inherent deformations are mainly determined by the welding heat input, the thickness of members and the type of welding joint \(18-20\). Base on the above analysis, the inherent deformations can be accurately estimated by inverse analysis. Once the relation between inherent deformation and welding parameter is created, the welding deformation of welded structure can be predicted by elastic FEM. Thus, the idea of building up a database of inherent deformation is important in predicting welding distortions, especially for large welding structures. Using the results of inherent deformation database, it can easily demonstrate how much deformation will be produced in a given welding heat input condition.

4.1 Computation cases

The database of inherent deformation has been built up for 8 different materials. The range of parameters used in the computation is according to Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Welding joint</th>
<th>Plate thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Welding current (A)</th>
<th>Welding voltage (V)</th>
<th>Welding speed (mm/s)</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bead on plate joint</td>
<td>3, 3.2, 3.6, 4, 4.5, 5</td>
<td>80-155</td>
<td>23-28</td>
<td>6-15</td>
<td>SUS304, SS400, HT570, HT780, SUS316, SUS430, SPH270D, SPH440D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fillet joint</td>
<td>4.5, 5, 6, 8</td>
<td>130-185</td>
<td>24-28.5</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Computation results of bead on plate welding

The inherent deformations are closely related with welding heat input (Q), the thickness of members (h) and the type of welding joint. In case of bead on plate welding, all of the welding heat input is given to the welding plate as shown in Fig.12. The relationship of inherent deformations with bead on plate welding can be defined as the relationship of inherent deformations with parameter \(Q_{\text{total}}/h^2\).

\[ (5) \]

Fig.12. Heat input distribution in bead on plate welding joint

4.2.1 Transverse shrinkage

The relation of transverse shrinkage with welding heat input in bead on plate welding has been studied by \(18, 19\). The transverse shrinkage (TS) can be expressed in the following equation:

\[ TS/h = \frac{2.85 \times 10^{-3} Q}{h^2} \]

Where, Q is welding heat input, h is plate thickness.

The variation characteristics of transverse shrinkage with \(Q_{\text{total}}/h^2\) for bead on plate welding are shown in Fig.13. The research results in paper \(18\) and in this study are shown in Fig.13 (a) and (b), respectively. For Fig.13 (b), the different symbols designate different materials and the plots indicate the trend lines. It can be seen from the results that transverse shrinkage (TS/h) linearly increases with \(Q_{\text{total}}/h^2\). Because of different material properties, the magnitude and tendency of transverse shrinkages show some differences for different materials. The research results in this study show a good agreement with experiment results in paper \(18\).
4.2.2 Transverse bending

Transverse bending (TB) on bead on plate welding can be theoretically predicted by the following equation 18): 

\[ TB = \frac{0.1061Q^2}{(Q^2 - 6.16)^2 + 73.6} \]  

(6)

Where, \( Q^* \) is \( Q/h^2 \), \( Q \) is welding heat input, \( h \) is plate thickness.

The variation characteristics of transverse bending with \( Q_{\text{total}}/h^2 \) for bead on plate welding are shown in Fig.14. The research results in paper 18) and in this study are shown in Fig.14 (a) and (b), respectively. From Fig.14 (b), it can be seen that transverse bending (TB) appears a contrary characteristic compared with transverse shrinkage when \( Q_{\text{total}}/h^2 \) is during 10~30 (J/mm³). The transverse bending decreases with \( Q_{\text{total}}/h^2 \) increasing. The maximum transverse bending (TB) obtained when \( Q_{\text{total}}/h^2 \) kept at almost 10 (J/mm³). Comparing with Fig.14 (a), when welding heat input is smaller than 10 (J/mm³), the transverse bending is increasing with \( Q_{\text{total}}/h^2 \). The transverse bending decreases with \( Q_{\text{total}}/h^2 \) when \( Q_{\text{total}}/h^2 \) is larger than 10 (J/mm³). The expected research results in this study coincide with experiment results in paper 18).

4.2.3 Longitudinal shrinkage

For longitudinal shrinkage, first Tendon Force (F) is calculated by the following formula (Refs 20, 21, 22): 

\[ F = 0.2Q \]  

(7)

Where, \( Q \) is welding heat input.

Then the Tendon Force (F) is converted to equivalent longitudinal shrinkage (LS) expressed by the following equation:

\[ F = EhLS \]  

(8)

Where, \( E \) is Young’s Modulus, \( h \) is plate thickness.

For a given welding heat input, according to equations (7) and (8), the approximate expression for LS can be described as:

\[ LS/h = \frac{0.2}{E} \left( \frac{Q}{h^2} \right) \]  

(9)

Fig.15 shows the research results of longitudinal shrinkage in this study. As seen from the figure, the longitudinal shrinkage (LS/h) linearly increases with \( Q_{\text{total}}/h^2 \). The research results coincide with the theoretical prediction equation. The magnitude of longitudinal shrinkage is much smaller than transverse shrinkage when \( Q_{\text{total}}/h^2 \) changes from 10 (J/mm³) to 40 (J/mm³).

4.2.4 Longitudinal bending
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Fig.16 shows the research results of longitudinal bending. From the figure, it is seen that the longitudinal bending (LB) decreases a little with $Q_{\text{total}}/h^2$ increasing. Because of different material properties, the changing extent of longitudinal bending shows a little difference. However, the magnitude of longitudinal bending is much smaller than transverse bending for all cases.

4.3 Computation results of fillet welding

In the case of fillet welding, as shown in Fig.17, the welding heat input is given to both the flange and web. The distribution of heat input in the flange and the web are defined by the following equations \(^{(15)}\):

$$Q_{\text{web}} = \frac{h_w}{2h_f + h_w}Q_{\text{total}} = \frac{h_w}{2h_f + h_w}(Q_L + Q_R)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$Q_{\text{flange}} = \frac{2h_f}{2h_f + h_w}Q_{\text{total}} = \frac{2h_f}{2h_f + h_w}(Q_L + Q_R)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Where, $Q_{\text{total}}$ is total heat input, $Q_L$ and $Q_R$ are heat input in left side and right side, respectively, $h_w$ and $h_f$ are the thickness of web and flange, respectively.

According to equation (10) and (11), the heat input for the flange and the web of fillet welding are different. So the fillet welding joint will be divided into the flange and the web for discussion, respectively. The relationship of welding inherent deformation with fillet welding can also be defined as the relationship of welding inherent deformation with $Q/h^2$.

4.3.1 Transverse shrinkage

The relation of transverse shrinkage (TS) with $Q/h^2$ on flange and web of fillet welding is shown in Fig.18 (a) and (b). It is seen from the results that transverse shrinkage (TS) both on flange and web linearly increase with $Q/h^2$. Comparing between Fig.18 (a) and Fig.18 (b), the transverse shrinkage (TS) of the flange is larger than that of the web.

4.3.2 Transverse bending

Fig.19 (a) and (b) show the relationship of transverse bending (TB) of flange and web with $Q/h^2$ on fillet welding. From Fig.19, it is seen that transverse bending linearly increases with $Q/h^2$ increasing when $Q/h^2$ is larger than 10 (J/mm\(^3\)). Comparing between Fig.19 (a) and Fig.19 (b), it shows that transverse bending in the web changes slowly with $Q/h^2$ increasing. The magnitudes of transverse bending in the web almost keep constant with $Q/h^2$ increasing. It can be concluded that $Q/h^2$ has less influence on transverse bending in the web of fillet welding.
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4.3.3 Longitudinal shrinkage

The theoretical calculation of longitudinal shrinkage for fillet welding is the same as for bead on plate welding. The longitudinal shrinkage can be calculated from the Tendon Force\(^2\). In this study, the relation of longitudinal shrinkage (LS) with \(Q/h^2\) in fillet welding is shown in Fig.20. From Fig.20 (a) and (b), it is seen that longitudinal shrinkage linearly increases with \(Q/h^2\). Comparing between Fig.20 (a) and (b), it can be seen that the magnitudes of longitudinal shrinkage in the flange are a little larger than those in the web.

4.3.4 Longitudinal bending

The relation of longitudinal bending (LB) of flange and web with \(Q/h^2\) in fillet welding is shown in Fig.21 (a) and (b). From Fig.21, it is seen that longitudinal bending linearly increases with \(Q/h^2\) when \(Q/h^2\) is larger than 10 (J/mm\(^3\)). Comparing the computation results between Fig.21 (a) and Fig.21 (b) show that longitudinal bending in the web changes slowly with the \(Q/h^2\) increasing.

6 Conclusions

According to the research results in the present work, the conclusions are summarized as following:

(1) Using ISM, the welding deformation can be numerically predicted in typical welding joints. The
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prediction results are in good agreement with experiment results.

(2) Inherent deformations can be estimated by inverse analysis. Furthermore, welding deformation can be estimated by elastic FEM based on inherent deformations results. The complicated thermal elastic plastic problem is translated into a simple elastic problem. The elastic FEM can save much computation time. The comparison between computation and experiment results concludes that the elastic FEM result is validated.

(3) The approach and model used in this study are shown to be effective and efficient to estimate the inherent deformations of typical welding joints. A database of inherent deformations based on 8 different materials is developed based on the computation results in this study.

(4) The effect of Q/h² for inherent deformations on bead on plate welding is investigated. The analysis results show that for bead on plate welding, the transverse shrinkage is linearly increasing with Q/h². The transverse bending is decreasing with Q/h² when Q/h² changes from 10 to 40 (J/mm³). The maximum transverse bending obtained when the Q/h² is kept at 10 (J/mm³). The longitudinal shrinkage is linearly increasing with Q/h². The magnitude of longitudinal shrinkage is much smaller than transverse shrinkage. The longitudinal bending decreases a little with Q/h² increasing. The magnitude of longitudinal bending is smaller than transverse bending.

(5) The effect of Q/h² on inherent deformations of fillet welding is also investigated in this study. The research results indicate that when heat input changes from 10 to 40 (J/mm³), the inherent deformations linearly increase with the increasing of Q/h² on fillet welding. Comparing the computation results of inherent deformations between the flange and the web of fillet welding, the results show that the magnitudes of inherent deformations on the web change little with Q/h² increasing. The Q/h² has less effect on the inherent deformations in the web of fillet welding when Q/h² changes from 10 to 40 (J/mm³).
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